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Nimble
Blog content and content marketing

https://blog.nimble.com.au

Nimble is a same-day lending 
company.

Same-day lending is an industry 
without a great reputation. A content 
marketing strategy was developed to 
create high-quality blog content that 
focused on strategies and tips to save 
money and be self-sufficient.

This strategy was intended provide 
genuinely useful content and attract 
links and traffic to the website a same-
day lending company might not usually 
be able to achieve.
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Blog Post #1

10 Expert Tips For Eating Healthy On A Budget

Have you ever noticed how expensive healthy foods can be in 
comparison to the dozens of fast food options that are, well pretty 
much everywhere? Or how many pseudo-expert health bloggers there 
are out there, that claim to have unlocked the secret benefits of the 
ancient Mayan diet of activated almonds, juice cleanses and cabbage 
soup?

We hear you loud and clear! Changing your eating habits and actually 
sticking to them can not only be mentally exhausting, but a real strain 
on your budget.

That’s why we’ve combed through all the noise, to bring you Nimble’s 
10 tips for eating healthy, without breaking the bank, from none other 
than the most qualified health experts.

Top 10 Tips For Eating Healthy On A Budget

#1 Excuses, Excuses, Excuses

It’s pretty easy to say things like ‘it’s too expensive to eat healthy’ – but 
is that really true? Or is it just an excuse to eat what we want?

“We sometimes make excuses for the things that we don’t want to 
do. Choosing an apple over a chocolate bar is not only a healthier 
choice, but it is a cheaper choice too.”

Fiona Tuck, Nutritionist.

https://blog.nimble.com.au/eating-healthy-on-a-budget-10-tips-
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It might be hard to choose an apple over a sweet when picking out 
a snack, but using price is a poor excuse. There are tonnes of cheap, 
healthy foods out there if we are willing to change our mindset and look 
for them.

#2 Shopping hungry is a big no-no

One of the best ways to save money is by watching your shopping.

Never shop on a hungry tummy. It can lead to impulse purchasing 
comfort foods (like that bag of chips to eat on the way home) and 
simply overspending in general. Click here for more information about 
saving money on your groceries.

“We all know how tempting it is to buy unhealthy foods when you go 
to the supermarket hungry. So one super tip is to eat before you go 
shopping, as you’ll find you’re much more likely to stick to your list 
this way,”

Anna Debenham, Dietitian from The Biting Truth.

#3 Plan before you shop

Next to ‘not-shopping-hungry’, the next best healthy/thrifty tip is to 
plan your meals.

This will make sure you have a line up of super healthy dishes every day 
and ensure you don’t blow money on food that you don’t need.

Blog Post #1
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A great shopping trip starts at home. Check your pantry and fridge 
first so you know what you’re working with. No one likes that feeling 
when you just get back from the store to find that there is only a splash 
of milk in the carton or that you’ve just bought a brand new box of 
couscous when there is still two half-empty ones tucked behind the 
cereal boxes.

“Planning meals ahead and food prepping is a fabulous way to help 
stick to New Year’s resolutions of healthy eating.”

Fiona Tuck, Nutritionist.

If you have a plan and a pantry full of healthy food, you will also be less 
likely to grab that take away burger and chips on the way home (note: 
some will-power will still be required!)

#4 Don’t waste food

One of the biggest unnecessary expenses in the home is food wastage.

Australians throw out 20% of the food they buy every month. That adds 
up to over $1,000 in groceries every year.

Food doesn’t last forever, particularly fresh produce and meats, if they 
go off and end up in the bin, that’s your hard earned money you’re 
throwing into the rubbish.

“If you can’t find that box of quinoa when you want to cook it or if 
that wild salmon fillet gets pushed to the back of the fridge without 
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being cooked, it’s all wasted money.”
Frances Largeman-Roth, 

R.D.N., Nutrition Expert and author of Eating in Color.

Get a system! Organising your fridge and pantry so that items nearing 
their use by date are moved to the front. Go out of your way to put 
them in your meal plan for the week.

Not only is it gross when you find that bag of soggy veggies in the 
bottom drawer, it’s wasted money.

#5 Don’t be a fusspot

Keeping it flexible when it comes to following recipes will save you big 
time in the long run.

Shop the weekly specials. Sure, Jamie Oliver says you need Tuscan kale 
for his frittata, but you know what? Silverbeet is on sale this week. So, 
go for the silverbeet! We promise Jamie won’t take it personally.

“You don’t have to stick to recipes completely. Modify them to your 
taste as well as your budget.”

Chloe McLeod, a sports dietitian.

On top of saving you a few bucks, a slight change can make an old 
recipe seem new. Keep your eyes open when you shop and don’t be 
afraid to tweak and experiment.

Blog Post #1
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#6 Stay away from the “superfoods”

There is no lack of trendy (and pricey) products being labelled as 
the next ‘miracle cure’ these days. Unfortunately, there is often little 
evidence to the benefits of these foods, and certainly not enough to 
justify the huge mark up in price.

“Healthy eating becomes more expensive when people become 
fixated with new trends and fads. Fad foods and ingredients are 
often marketed with a superior price tag and, more often than not, 
lack the scientific evidence to support any health claims around 
them.”

Alexandra Parker, Dietitian from The Biting Truth.

Avoid buying into the hype. Don’t pay tonnes of money for trendy 
ingredients when there are plenty of great healthy foods that give you 
the same health kick for a fraction of the price.

#7 Look for generic and home-brand items

Many people overlook the savings to be had from home-brand foods.

Advertisers spend lots of money to make you brand conscious, but you 
can save quite a bit  by ignoring them!

“You would be surprised at how many generic-brand food 
companies are making foods as good as, if not better than, their 
big brand competitors. The great benefit of buying generic brands 
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will be apparent when you pay for your shopping at the checkout. 
Generic brands are a great deal cheaper than their big brand 
counterparts. I would honestly say half of my weekly shop is generic-
brand foods.”

Emily Skye, Australian Trainer.

#8 Check your portion size

It’s not just what you eat but how much of it that you consume!

Apples are healthy, but they still have kilojoules. Don’t just assume that 
because you are eating healthy that you can go crazy with the portion 
size.

This goes double for those on a budget, if you are eating what should 
be two meals for dinner, you could also be wiping out tomorrow’s 
lunch.

“Portion control is important. Often people think because a type of 
food is healthy they can eat as much as they like, but piling up your 
plate with brown rice or adding spoonfuls of coconut oil to meals all 
add calories.”

Fiona Tuck, Nutritionist.

#9 Get some egg on (in) your face

Eggs: simple, humble, versatile, cheap and the perfect options for the 
health conscious saver.

Blog Post #1
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While meat tends to be what people think of when talking about 
protein, it isn’t the only place you can get it.

“Eggs are an excellent source of protein, 11 vitamins and minerals, the 
long chain omega-3 fats we know to be essential for good health, 
and the yellow colour of the yolk comes from a group of compounds 
called carotenoids that are beneficial for eye health. Studies have 
also shown that when people eat eggs for breakfast they tend to feel 
fuller and more satisfied, helping them to eat less and eat better for 
the rest of the day.”

Dr Joanna McMillan, PhD qualified Nutrition Scientist.

Eggs can be cooked in a tonne of different ways. Great scrambled up 
for brekkie, hard boiled for lunch snacks, or mixed into rice and veggies 
to make a stir-fry.

#10 Make it a double

But don’t eat it all!

When you are cooking a meal, consider how well it freezes.  Soups and 
stews are great as a meal today and then to whack it in the fridge or 
freezer for an on-demand dinner later.

“Bulk cooking also saves time. When I make any meal that can be 
frozen, I always make double so I have a whole meal ready in the 
freezer ready to go. This means I only end up having to cook 3-4 
times a week which with two little kids is essential as time is very 
short in my life as it is for many people.”

Blog Post #1
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Claire Turnbull, Nutritionist.

Buying in bulk can often result in a larger total bill, but a lower per meal 
cost and if you are freezing a portion, it can also save you from having 
to cook when you are too tired or busy to be bothered.

Got any other tips for eating healthy on a budget? Let us know in the 
comments below!

Blog Post #1
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Blog post #2
https://blog.nimble.com.au/10-toolbox-essentials-for-every-household/

10 Toolbox Essentials For Every Household

Have you ever called a tradie to fix something in your home and been 
charged over $100 and a hefty callout fee, for 15 minutes of work only 
to think, ‘I could’ve done that myself’?

The truth is, for the majority of home maintenance tasks, you probably 
could have. And with our list of 10 tools that deal with 90% of 
household tasks, your thoughts can become a reality, you’ll be saving 
yourself some serious cash and basking in the glory of a job well done!

Screwdrivers – to tighten up your work

Have your kitchen cupboard doors come loose? You’ll need a 
screwdriver. Bought some IKEA furniture? You’ll probably need one for 
that too. Need to open up the back of an appliance? Yep, you guessed 
it: screwdriver.

The first and most essential piece, is a good screwdriver..well maybe a 
few, in case you lose the first two!

Key features to look out for:
• You’ll need both a phillips and flathead screwdriver for different 

types of tasks.
• Magnetized heads, keep your screws in place and from falling into 

hard to reach places.
• A master handle screwdriver that takes multiple sized bits is a great 

space saving option.
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Measuring Tape – to make sure it fits

As the famous tradie mantra goes: measure twice, cut once!

A good, reliable tape measure will be the sort of thing you clip to your 
belt when working and use half a dozen times.

Always remember that just because it fits in the room doesn’t mean 
it will fit through the door. When moving things like refrigerators and 
beds, pay attention to measuring doorways and turns in staircases…
you’ll thank us later for it!

Key features to look out for:
• A five metre tape is good enough for most home DIY jobs.
• Heavy plastic or steel casing that will take a few drops.
• Wide metal tape that can hold itself up over large distances.
• Auto lock feature (to keep tape in place once you’ve measured the 

correct distance).

The all important – Utility Knife

From getting into boxes and packaging to breaking them down, you 
simply cannot overlook the benefits of having a utility knife.

Other things you’ll use your knife for include, cleaning out built up gunk 
in narrow gaps and sketching out starting guides for bigger cuts.

Key features to look out for:

Blog post #2
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• Retractable blade that can be cheaply replaced (as opposed to fixed-
blade or flip-blade knives).

• Compact design for cutting in tight spaces.
• Grip handle to avoid slips when working.
 

Pliers – to get you out of a pinch

There are a few different types, but let’s just start with two.

Pick up a pair of needle-nose pliers for small fiddly jobs and pair of slip-
joint channel lock pliers, which are better for gripping, squeezing and 
bending.

Key features to look out for:
• Made from forged steel (like screwdriver tips, pliers consistently get 

put under a lot of strain).
• Pay attention to the size, bigger isn’t always better.
 

Stop. Hammer time…

While it’s main job will be to knock in nails, you’ll be surprised by how 
many times you’ll find yourself reaching for your trusty hammer to sort 
out small tasks around the house.

Key features to look out for:

• A standard claw hammer is best for simple home DIY use.

Blog post #2
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• Steel or fiberglass handles for durability.
• At least a 450g head weight (no point in having a hammer if it 

doesn’t have enough striking power!)
 
Hand saw – cutting things down to size

A standard hand saw is great for quick, rough cuts, such as trimming 
wall battens or cutting a shelf to length.

You can also look into buying a back saw, which will be smaller and 
more rigid, allowing for better precision when creating joinery and 
getting your angles right.

Key features to look out for:
• Blade made from carbon steel.
• Hardened teeth (this means the blade will stay sharper for longer).
• A bit of bend in the blade (but not too much).

Get a Grip with a Shifter

A shifter is a spanner that has an adjustable grip. It’s designed for 
tightening and loosening bolts, but you’ll find yourself using it for a lot 
more than that. Pull it out to fix your old push bike, adjust the garage 
door and even tighten up the legs of your table.

Key features to look out for:
• Made from an industrial-grade alloy.
• Moving parts means that things can easily go wrong. You don’t need 

the most expensive one, but investing in a mid-range shifter will keep 

Blog post #2
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your grip nice and firm! 

Spirit level – Keeping everything on an even keel

Ever put a framed picture up on the wall and spent hours trying to 
make it look straight?

Grab yourself a spirit level and straighten out just about anything!

From hanging pictures to installing shelves and building fences, wonky 
projects will be a thing of the past.

Key features to look out for:
• 600mm spirit level will be the right size for most jobs around the 

house.
• Visibility of the bubble and vial, which is made even easier with 

contrasting colours and LED lights.
 

Cordless Drill & Drill Bits – Your toolbox must-have!

A high quality cordless drill with rechargeable batteries is a must have 
for the home DIYer. Buying a reputable brand will ensure the battery life 
is solid, that the drill is up to taking a few knocks and bumps, and that it 
has enough power to get the job done.

Key features to look out for:
• Lithium-ion batteries for cordless drills are the most efficient option.
• Some drills come with batteries and chargers, some don’t, be sure to 

Blog post #2
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check.
• A large range of quality drill bits to handle different material (bits are 

not usually sold with the drill).
• If you need something to drill into brick or cement, be sure that your 

drill is up to par and comes with sturdier drill bits.
 
Last but definitely NOT least – The all important TOOL Box

There’s nothing quite as frustrating as not being able to finish a job 
because you can’t remember the last place you left your screwdriver.

Key features to look out for:
• A sturdy plastic body (metal boxes are heavy to lug around and rust 

easily).
• A durable metal latch (usually the latch is the first thing to break 

through heavy use).
• A decent size – big enough for the tools you have and the ones that 

are yet to be.
 
Are there any other tools you can’t live without? Or maybe you have 
some other handy tips when it comes to using these tools around the 
house?

Blog post #2
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7 Quick Work Lunch Ideas That You’ll Actually Make

Look up ‘work lunch ideas’ on Google and you’ll find page after page of 
delicious looking lunches that anyone would be happy to tuck into on 
their lunch break.

The problem is they’re often time-consuming, expensive and call for 
ingredients you don’t usually buy and leave wasting in the fridge. This 
makes it hard for your grocery bill budget. We don’t all have time to be 
Heston, Gordon or Jamie, especially first thing in the morning.

That is why we’ve put together a list of 6 real work lunch ideas (not 
one-off recipes). These ideas are all versatile options that anyone can 
use to make quick, easy and flexible meals that are also delicious and 
nutritious.

1. The Flexible Lunch Bowl

By far one of the easiest and most versatile lunch options because it 
can made with almost anything.

You just need four basic components:

The base. This is the main component of the dish. This is usually some 
type of green leaves or grains. Sometimes roast potato or sweet potato 
is used too. 
The protein. This is the bit that makes sure your lunch bowl is more 
than just a snack. Add egg, canned tuna, leftover meat or lentils for that 
protein punch. 

Blog post #3
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The trimmings. All the extra flavour and variety that makes it a different 
meal every time. This can be anything you have kicking around your 
fridge: feta, herbs, raw veggies, nuts or seeds.
The dressing. It’s so important we give it its very own paragraph. See 
point 2. 
The flexible lunch bowl fits the bill for our real work lunch ideas because 
you can use what you already have on hand, ensuring no waste. Lunch 
bowls are also delicious cold which makes them hassle-free and can be 
changed every day so we’ll never get sick of the same thing.

Some easy recipes to start with:
• Chicken burrito lunch bowls
• Broccoli and chickpea lunch bowl
• A whole heap more!

2. The Killer Salad Dressing

As we mentioned, this one is so important we wanted to give you lots 
of details! In general, people can fear dressing making because it’s a 
little bit more effort. Well, fear not! We have the answer. 

Learning how to make a killer salad dressing is a simple way to add 
flavour to your lunch. It isn’t as hard as you might think. Don’t bother 
memorising specific dressing recipes, just learn the basic components 
of the dressing and experiment.

Ingredients will fall into four basic categories:

Blog post #3
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1. The oil – helps the dressing cling to the ingredients of the salad. Any 
oil can be used.

2. The acid – gives dressings their sharp distinctive taste. Usually a 
vinegar or citrus juice.

3. The binders – elements that help the oils combine with the acid. 
Commonly mustards, mayonnaise and honey.

4. Flavourings – non-essential elements that can give your dressing a 
kick. Often things like salt and pepper, garlic, onion, spices and herbs. 

Then all you have to do is mix until blended and you have a cheap 
and delicious flavour booster. Even a simple 3 ingredient salad tastes 
amazing with a killer salad dressing.

It is a skill that can extend past just salads. Adding a dressing is 
something you can do to your sandwiches, lunch bowls, roast potatoes 
and more.

Start simple: try one part lemon juice and three parts olive oil with a 
little salt and pepper to taste and experiment from there.

Get started:
• How to make a perfect salad dressing every time
• 10 essential salad dressings

3. The All-Purpose Avocado

The humble avocado is the grab-and-go ingredient that is the ultimate 
starter for a range of real work lunch ideas. Throw an avocado in your 

Blog post #3
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lunch bag in the morning and most of the hard work is done.

It only takes a couple more ingredients to make a filling and delicious 
meal at work. You can mash it onto dry biscuits, cut into cubes to have 
with steamed rice and a bit of soy sauce, or simply halve and enjoy with 
a lemon vinaigrette.

For those of us that need a bit more, you can make the all-purpose 
avocado go even further putting together simple salads, sandwiches 
and wraps.

For the true avo’ lovers, an avocado almost makes a meal by itself. Tuck 
into it with a spoon and follow up with a couple of boiled eggs, cut 
veggies and a handful of nuts.

4. The Reliable Boiled Egg

A boiled egg is cheap, easy to make and delivers a punch of protein. 
This means it can be a strong base for many real work lunch ideas.

Like the ‘all-purpose avocado’, the boiled egg requires very few extra 
ingredients to make an easy lunch. You can use it to enhance a sad 
looking salad, fill out a thin sandwich or tie together a mismatch of 
leftovers into one very delicious meal.

Pro tip: If you like your boiled eggs by themselves, try rolling them in 
dukkah or smearing with your favourite condiments.

Blog post #3
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5. The Enhanced Work Sandwich

How good are sandwiches? Put something between two slices of bread 
and magic happens.

Unfortunately ‘work sandwiches’ aren’t always as exciting. A lot can go 
wrong with a sandwich, especially when it has to sit in a lunch bag for 
half a day, so most people play it safe with their fillings.

These tips for the enhanced work sandwich mean you can stop making 
compromises and start making better sandwiches:

1. Start with good bread, a good foundation is essential. This will hold 
up better over the course of the day and tastes delicious so you need 
fewer trimmings to satisfy your tastebuds.

2. Sogginess is the worst. If you have wet ingredients in your sandwich, 
you need a barrier to stop your bread turning into a soggy mess. 
Delicious solutions include fats (like mayonnaise or butter) or solid 
ingredient barriers (like a lettuce leaf or a hard cheese).

3. Layer wisely. The closer to the bottom of a sandwich an ingredient 
is, the more directly it will hit your tastebuds. Put condiments below 
proteins and other dominate elements so you don’t have to chew to 
work the flavour through.

4. Invest in sauces – speaking of condiments, they are the sort of thing 
that can make or break a sandwich. However, they also often have 
high sugar or acidic levels which can break down and ruin other 
ingredients. If possible stock up on a good range of favourites at 
work and put them on the sandwich right before you eat.

Blog post #3
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5. Treat your ingredients with respect – don’t just stack it all in. Salt 
and pepper your tomatoes, fold your deli meat and dress any salad 
elements. This kind of care makes a massive difference.

6. Avoid the fridge – depending on your fillings, this might make you 
nervous about the sandwich going bad, but putting a sandwich in 
the fridge is terrible for bread. Even when well wrapped it dries the 
bread and changes the structure of the starch to make it harder.

6. The Versatile Soba Noodle

Soba is a versatile Japanese noodle that can be used for just about 
anything including noodle salads, noodle soups and dipping in 
condiments. You can find it in the international aisle at all major 
supermarkets.

One of the best things about soba is that it is delicious when cold. 
Eating cold lunches makes them hassle-free and you don’t have to 
worry about how good it will taste when reheated.

On top of that, like the flexible lunch bowl, you can put whatever you 
want with your versatile soba noodle to create a delicious and fresh real 
work lunch every time you make it.

To really simplify things, make up a batch of soba at the start of the 
week, and use any leftover proteins, unused raw veggies, and other bits 
and pieces on hand to whip up a brand new dish.

Blog post #3
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7. The Reinvented Leftovers

Taking leftovers to work is a fine way to get through the working week. 
However, tastebud fatigue is a real issue! Re-inventing our leftovers into 
new meals keeps things interesting.

• Leftover roast vegetables? Add eggs and cheese and you’ve got an 
easy frittata

• Leftover steak? Slice it up thin and with some bread and mayo you’ve 
got a delicious steak sandwich

• Bits and pieces here and there? Rice, egg and a bit of soy sauce can 
turn anything into fried rice.

Be creative. Approaching leftovers in this way will not only add more 
variety, but it will also make our food go further and our meals more 
workplace friendly. And of course, reducing your eating out habits, 
you’re looking after your day to day budget and that’s a win! 

Have you got any great tips that help you plan hassle-free lunches for 
the working week on a budget? Let us know in the comment section 
below.quality fabric, but can have a thread count as low as 50. Its 
thread count is only low because of the way that the fabric is woven to 
provide its looser weave and finish.
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